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INTRCDUCT ION :

In this thesis, the author has attempted

to give a comprehensive study of factors influen-

cing the design of shelter, specially from the eco-

nomic point of view. From this analysis, a program

will be drawn, the desi3n for which will be present-

ed.

Venezuela has been selected for the purpose

of interpolating a method of analysis. Although the

data and figures used have been assumed on a sound

basis, they are by no means exact, but, are of value

in formulating such a program.

Cl
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GEN•rALITI ES.

Some of the factors affecting the economic

development of housing, have been the direct conse-

quence of land economics, namely, its location, its

area and its use. On the other hand, there are other

social and economic factors which have had basically

the same results. Both these controls, that is, land

economics and social and economic factors, can be

shaped in the function of time, but results can be

achieved more quickly and probably more efficiently

through the former, since a change in the latter,

would mean a change of basic or longer stablished

conditions of society.

Let us examine, in short, these "other so-

cial and economic factors" and try to find the best

conditions presented by possible changes and proper

analysis of land. These factors constitute the eco-

nomic conditions stablished by the'social structure

of society which in turn, is ultimately molded by

the people's idiosincrasies and the conflicting in-

terests arising from the relations between themnselves.

3oth economic and social conditions therefore, have

the same source. Yet, economies become of prime im-

portance because of the subordinate role social con-

siderations play in our money-class society.
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In a perfectly competitive market, as pic-

tured by economists, the price machine would theore-

tically bring to an equilibrium all resources, and

with it prices. Unfortunately,.the existance of a

perfectly competitive market, especially in the field

of housing, is a human impossibility. The factors

responsible for such conditions, are the effects of

unbalanced economic forces that rise from the defi-

ciencies of free capitalistic systems, of legislati -

acts, of conflicting individual interests, etc,.The

sharp inequality of income distribution, and the

often resulting unbalanced standard of living as well

as prices, the overvaluation of certain necessary

commodities to the profits of an organized minority,

all prove the existance of these economic evils.

Bemis (1), points out, after studing the

statistics of the average percentages of family oud-

get used for shelter in various countries that"...

it appears, then, that the cost of shelter repre-

sents 10 per cent or even less of the family budget

in countries of a comparatively primitive status and

ranges from that up to 15 or 20 per cent in the case

of the developed, industrial countries with a some-

what higher percentage in the case of a few countries

which, though modern in their civilization have not

yet reached their full development. "

(') " The Evolving House ",.- 3emis. page 33.
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Venezuela falls in the last of these groups-

Though, little developed, it has achieved its present

modern standards because of the mild inflation creat-

ed by the oil exports and government exchange regu-

lations. Actually, Venezuelan economy is largely based

on its outflow of black gold. Unfortunately, it is

not returned to the national economy in the form of

basic commodities or industrial developments, but,

instead is exchanged in a large proportion for luxu-

ries from foreign markets.

This has a direct effect on the exchange

rates of currency. A depreciation of dollars in terms

of bolivares results. Thus, the exporting American

market is greatly favored and Venezuelan industry is

shut off because of the interior prices it has to

bear. These being the conditions, as compared to more

industrially mature countries in which prices and

foreign trade possess a greater degree of balance,

it is easily seen that basic commodities such as

shelter, which are controlled by interior prices

as against imported commodities, will have a larger

percentage of the family budget than usual.

It is up to the polititian and the econo-

mist to overcome these problems. Their solution is

entangled with so many things that the changes need-

ed would be numerous and unrelated, despite most of

·------· ---
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probably being necessary. These changes could be

made if proper time is allowed for them to take form

and would undoubtedly be directed towards a protec-

tive frame for the industrilation of the country.

This policy could be acheived by proper use of the

tremendous national income derived from petroleum

exports, by protective tariffs, by special banking

credit rates for industry, etc,.

Nevertheless, when the businessman or the

philanthropist as individuals get involved in housing

projects, they do not and can not deal with thbse

major problems. It is a task for a group, and not

anaindividual. They are faced with the effects of

these major problems, the so called "land economics".

LOCATION.

Land is valuable because people thinký

it is worth a certain amount of wealth, since land

has a property or quality which in the people's

judgement is valuable or necessary to them. This

quality is the location of land with respect to o-

ther centers of interest for the people.

The valuation when established is more or

less inelastic. The innobility of land and therefore

its inflexibility to change according to differences

--Nq
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inthe preference, likings or interest of people, na-

turally causes land value to fluctuate. The location

of land, therefore, may brinS to the owner more pro-

fits if, for example, it is near the working areas

of the people buying or renting it. Suitable utili-

ties, agreeable surroundings, nearness to schools,

play grounds, amusement centers, etc, are considera-

tions in regards to location. Cf these factors, the

most important is probably the distance between the

piece of land and the working areas of the people

using such land, this being particularly true in

the case of the working classes. It is worthwhile

to notice that, taking the cost of land and the cost

of building into account, that of land is the more

flexible of the two, when it comes to adjusting the

tofal cost.

Land cost depends on the location required

in regards to the values of land in such location.

This is particularly true when land is used for

business and entertaining purposes, because of the

importance, location plays in these particular cases.

For residence in cities, buildable land may be de-

fined as "land which is stitable for living purposes

and is near enough to industrial plants and centers

of economic activity to permit residents to reach

--N
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their place of employment in a reasonable length of

time." ('). A reasonable length of time, naturally,

varies with habit 2and local circumstances, but, it

may be considered as not exceeding thirty five minu-

>9 tes for each of two dayly journeys. It is interest-

ing to nott the effect of modern transportation on

buildable land.

3efore, when transportation was not avail-

able, a town of 180,0CO inhabitantsj covered an area

of 9 square miles,( density= 16,000 per sq. mile.)

Now, the same town could have an area of 144 square

miles, 2,304,000 could be housed ( at a reduced den-

sity of 16,000 per square mile.4 (1)

LAND COSTS.

The total cost of shelter, includes the

total cost of land, and the cost of the building.

The total cost of land may be determined as pointed

out before, by the location of the land, which is the

main determining factor of the cost of the raw land,

and other costs connected with improvements of land.

The cost of the building is self explanatory.

In the United States, the average total

cost of shelter, represents roughly, 20% of the fa-

(1).- The design of Residential Areas.- Thomas Adams
page 26
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mily's yearly income. The total land cost is aproxi-

mately 20% of the total cost of shelter, while the

cost of raw land varies from 5 to 7% ( of total cost

of shelter) making therefore the cost of land improc

vements between 12 and 14%.

Thus, for average U.S. conditions, the a-

verage ratio between total land cost and the total

cost of shelter, may be expressed as 1 to 5. This

implies that one dollar of land is worth under aver-

age conditions, four dollars of building. It is

possible to assume therefore, that under average con-

ditions, this proportion will yield maximum profits.

The "real value of land" signifies the

degree of land crowding as determined by existing

local social and economic conditions.

The "real land cost" (location, its cost,

and intrinsic and man-made improved housing conditions

of land) in dictating land density is a main factor in

considering the type of housing to be used. Next, we

will review the effects of the real value of land on

(a) density, (b) housing types.

DE NSITY;

Let us examine density under the two concepts

of gross and net density.
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DENSITY STANIDARDS FOR MULTI -FAMILY RESI DENTIAL AREAS

CHART I
DENSITIES PER NET ACRE
IN RELATION TO HEIGHT AND COVERAGE OF SUILDINGS
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The gross density represents the density

of population per specified unit of area, this area

being the total of building coverages, neighborhood

shopping, streets, parks and playgrounds, and addi-

tional street area for parking. The accompanying

chqrt No. 3 gives the spatial requirements per

family for various net densities. Note on the right-

hand set of conditions (percentage distribution) the

increase of areas of parks and playgrounds as gross

densities arises, as compared to the decrease of both

building coverage and balance of net areas. LeCorbusier's

proposal of gigantic apartment buildings, deals with very

high net densities and more or lese normal gross densities.

This arrangement eliminates, therefore, both building

coverage and balance of net area (private grounds) and

going still furt;er, by elevating and simplfying highways

he further eliminates street areas leaving a balance of

practically one hundred percent area for parks and play-

grounds.

Table 2 shows the decrease of street area as net

densities increase. Approximately the same proportional

reductions could be achieved in the cost of services, such

as water, sewerage, and gas at increasing net densities.

This is one of the substantial claims made by LeCorbusier.

· _-P--,.WM
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DENSITY STANDARDS FOR MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL AREAS

CHART III
REPRESENTATION OF TABLES III AND IV

PER FAMILYSPATIAL REQU I RE M E N TS

ABSOLUTE DISTRIBUTION IN SQUARE FEET PER FAMILY
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TABLE 1

Densities Per Net Acre in Relation to Height and Coverage of Buildings

(a) Density in families
per net acre
(b) Density in persons
per net acre at 3.5 per-
sons per family
(c) Net area of lot per
family in square feet
(d) Gross floor area
per family in square
feet
(e) Ratio of average
area flot; (d. ) _ n_

30 45 60 90 120 180 240

105 158 210 315 420 630 840

1,450 970 725 48

800 800 800 84

area of lot; (d)

(f) Average height of
buildings in stories, as-
suming average build-
ing coverage of approxi- 2 3 4
mately 30 per cent;
100(e)

4030

TABLE 2 .

Street and Parking Area per Room in Relation to Density
per Net Acre

ty in families 30 45 60 90 120 180 240
re
ge building 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30%

ea per fam-
re feet 1,450 970 725 485 360 240 180
Ale 1)
f lot not cov- 44
buildings; 1,015 680 508 340 252 168 126
t of (c) 3 01
ge street area 700 480 380 280 220 150 120

(f) Available parking
space per family; 50
per cent of (d) plus 20
per cent of (e)
(g) Area to be added
to street area (e) in or-
der to bring minimum
harking space per fam-
Ily up to 160 square
feet
(h) Total street area
per family in square
fpnt: (W) nlus (n)

648 436 330 226 170 114 87

0 0 0 0 0 46 73

85 360 240 180 . .

40 940 0 940i
':

73 2.60 3%90 5.22

6 9 13 17

7 -

* "iF

TABLE 3

Maximum Density per Gross Acre Obtainable at Various Densities per
Net Acre

(a) Density in families
per net acre
(b) Net area per fam-
ily in square feet;
item (c), Table 2. Ad-
ditional allowance for
local shopping facilities
(c) Total net area
(d) Area of parks and
playgrounds per fam-
ily at 2 acres per 1,000
persons
(e) Total street area
per family; item (h),
Cable 2

Gross area per fam-
ily in square feet; (c)
plus (d) plus (e)
(g) Density in families
per gross acre (approxi-
mate)

700 480 380 280 220 196 193

30 45 60

1,450 970 725

105 90 90
1,555 1,060 815

305 305 , 305

700 480 380

2,560 1,845 1,500 1,140

17 24 29

90 120 180 240

485 360 240 180

70 70 60 55

555 430 300 235

305 305 305 305

280 220 196 193

955 801 733

45 55 60

TABLE 4

Proportionate Land Uses at Various Densities per Gross Acre
(Derived from Table 3)

Density in families .er 17
gross acre
Per cent of gross . rea
in:
Net area Residential 57.0

Net area Commerciat 4.0
Parks 12.0
Streets 27.0

24 29 38

52.5 48.5 42.5
5.0 6.0 6. 0

16.5 20.5 27.0
26.0 25.0 24.5

Minimum

(a) Densit
per net ac
(b) Averaj
coverage
(c) Net ar
ily in ;qua
(From Tal
(d) Area o
ered by
70 per cent
(e) Averag
pyr fsamily

45
55 60

37.5 30.0
7.5 7.5

32.0 38.0
23.0 24.5

24.5
7.5

41.5 J
26.5

------------

I .* ._~rPr

i

0 55 0 82 1 10 1S . (

38
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As net densities rise, whatever the

nges in gross densities, there is a practically

ect proportional increase in the height of the

Lding and a proportional decrease of the balance

iet area a- - a result of the proportional increase

building coverage. (See Table 1, Chart 1, and

rt 2) Nevertheless the vertical growth of buildings

Lncrease in height mentioned before presents econo-

restrictions. These forces which work against the

)ortional decrease of cost of land per unit of floor

t, are t-he increasing areas for clculation, services

structure, as well as the increasing cost of the

acture itself and of the mechanical equipment.2

·e conditions acting against the economic vertical

rth of buildings are inevitable and even in the best

gned buildings of this type the effects of high cost

.and are present in the 20 to 25 per cent hig:her rents

equivalent rooms to those of a one-family detached

e. The private builder or promoter 'knows that in

r to qet a satisfactor~y return on his investment he

maintain a reasonable relationship between the total

able floor space of his buildin_ and the cost of the

In other words, as it was seen before, the land

e is allowed to dictate the so-called economic heiJht

coverage of a building.

r data on this subject refer to the "Land Economids"
ly and Werwheim page 128.

I _ __I;
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LeCorbusier affirms nevertheless, that his

project would very easily cover these extra costs from the

resulting economies of simplification of the urban resi-

dential housing, but the real problem is whether people,

would like to live under so standardized and communal

housing condition. This last point, though, will be dis-

cussed later.

Density is a direct consequence of land cost in

the case of the profit-seeking enterpreneur. In this

case it is land cost and, therefore, density which deter-

mine the housing type used. These factors are dependent

in relation to each other, but since land cost is inflex-

ible in land supply in most cases, it is always aszumed

that housing types are results of land cost.

HOUSING TYP 'S:

We can divide types of housing into three broad

categories as follows! "

(A) The detached single-family house has social

advantages over all other types. It is especially success-

ful in small towns and cheap land. If coupled to these

conditions the cost of local improvement, construction

and materials, can be kept low, this type is the best. The

great fault is the insufficiency of sanitary improvements,

large front width etc.

The bungilow is the variation of the detached

single family house. It has one advantnMge and one disad-

vantage in its one-level feature. It makes domestic work

1 "The Design of Residential Houses" by Thomas "Adams, pg.91.
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easier and probably its structure is lizhter, but this

is offsetbecause the more expensive developement of

land and higher roof proportion to cubic capacity.

(B) Group housing because of bad design has

been relation in the oublic mind to crowded structures

on small, awkwardly-shaped lots. Because of the lessened

sense of ownership they are better fo± rental. Its mone-

tary advantages are many and enables it to meet hi'he r

land costs. The land improvements are cheaper, the

frontage is very much decreased, the number of exterior

walls are substantially reduced.

(C) Multiple, or apartment, housing. This

typoe of housing haý bden created to meet the restrictions

of high land cost on housing. These restrictions of land

cost are overcome by incr asin.• the density of tenants

without chan',e of land area by means of multiple-story

buildings. Their popularity is based on (a) the absence

of capital to buy, (b) unwillingness to be tied to a house

for any len'thy period due to uncertainty of local improve-

ment or monetary status, (c) uncertain liabilities for

local improvement costs and taxes that go with ownership,

(d) the fact that apartments usually provide more labor-

saving apoliances than houses.

NOTE: If we consider on butiness and social bases the

problems of shelter, it may or may not have residual claims

1
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depending on whom it's meant for and, therefore, who

undertakes the job (private enterprise, low interest

or non-profit capital, i.e. government, business, or

philanthropy.) This again, depends on the standard of

living, comparative distribution of income, purchasing

power, social conditions, etc. of the people for whom

shelter is to be provided.

In the case of the business man, he ha:, to

solve, after consideration of the preceding, and before

stating a program whether his buildings are going to be

for rent or for sale and if the latter, what policy he

should follow.

The factors effecting this decision are results

of both social and economic conditions of the group under

consideration. "To buy a house," says the proverb, '.is to

settle down." In order to make this decision, the indivi-

dual aP well as the group has to be of non-migratory

characteristics, he must have a steady job and in general

up to a near future he expects his income to be steady or

increasing. If he is uncertain of his future, and is a

reasonable and thou(htful person, he probably will not take

a chance.

These conditions may be traced down to a group

through the same questions, though of a larger scope, and

define it in a more r:eneral sc;nse. This tendency to buy

or rent is obviously due to wIhat kind of jobs are offered,
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buildings are reproduced below'.

-MAS ONRY IMAO30NRY
FRAME (interior kRYng)

frame.)

MAS ONRY
(fireproof)

(2) P.U.L-D. i-P.U.L-D.R-P .U.L-D.R-P.U.L-D.R
S ingle-family

Dwelling

2-3 or 4 family
Dwelling

Row-housing

Aptms and flats
without elevat.

Hotel and elevat.
aptms.

33 3 50 2 50 2 50

30 31

30 33

33 3 40 212

35 267
25 4 30 33

22 412 25 4 30 3133

The economic rent represents a fixed amount to

cover maintenance costs plus the interest the owner charges

for the use of his property.

The rate of interest gives, therefore, directly

the amount of time in which the building will have paid

its own cost to the owner. It is then important to check

the rate of interest of a building, againLst its materials,

construction et., which define its probable useful life.

f From a pamphlet of the United States Treasury Department,
Bureau of Internal Revenue, "Depreciation 5tudies, Pre-
liminary Report" (G:O:P:, Washington, D.C. 1931) page 3.

(2) P.U.L. = Probable Useful Life in years.
D.R. = Depreciation •Rate (percentage)

40 212

35 267

45 241

45 24
140 22
2

35 267

--Qý



ECONOMIC RENT.

The economic rent has been defined "The sum

of annual charges expressed as percentages of the cost

of shelter unit," the cost of shelter unit being, "the

capital cost of the land and building at the time of

occupancy, regardless of whether the unit is old or new,

to be occupied by owner or tenant.'! L

The annual charges mentioned before as the

elements o-• the economic rent are: 1

Interest 5.0 %

Taxes 2.5

Maintenance 2.0 %

Depreciation 0.7 4

Administration)
)- 0.7

Vacancies )

Insurance 0.2 %

Total 11.1 0

Slight variations may be due to: more or less

efficient landlord, more or less migratory tenants, higher

and low,,er demands in services, allowances for vacancies

and bad debts, allowance for depreciation comes from

physical aq well social obsolescence. For lower rates of

interest good construction is necessary since it requires

less annual repairs.

f "A Method for Analizing the Economic Distribution of
Shelter." by the Albert Farwell 3emis Foundation, I.I.T.

- 22 -
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The cost of what the future tenant can pay for,

is controlled by his income, the economic rent yielded by

the project and which has; to be met by the tenant's in-

come, is the factor defining the rent at which the ser-

vices of shelter will be offered to the public (in our

case showing a profit to the investor.) The formula ex-

pressing this relationship between income and rent may

thus be stated as follows. ,

I x S = P x R in which

I = Income

S = Percentage of I for shelter

P = Capital value of shelter

R = Economic rent

FAMILY 3UDGET:

The most inflexible factor in the economic

planning of housing is income. All other conditions,

cost of land, of labor, of materials, type of building

etc., have to meet this condition, and in very few cases

is income not considered to be t..e controlling factor.

Such cases, when present, occur only in the high income

groups.

Housing costs as related to total expenditures

in other items in 1928 in the United States were as

follows '

m I
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Housing 22.2 .

Food 24.7 %

Automobiles 11.2 %

Other luxuries 11.2 4

Clothing 9.6 5

Savings 7.6 5

Sickness 3.4 %

Others 7.8 %

From year to year these percentazes vary but

as an average we can take for the United States a

housing-to-income ration of 1 to 5 or 201 of income for

housing.

Nevertheless this ratio probably cannot be

maintained in Venezuela as explained before. Fiurther-

more, of this quantity the percentages dedicated to shlelter

and land under Venezuelan conditions tend to be different

from those in the United States. Because of climatic

conditions in the United States, the tendency is to consider

the structure as the real shelter. The favorable climate

of Venezuela makes outdoor living conditions much more de-

sirable and it can be assumed, therefore, that the percentage

dedicated to land will be higher than its U. 5. reciprocal.

Another reason will be for our oarticular case in Caracas

will be the higier cost of land, which has been artificially

inflated.
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INCOME.

I have chosen Caracas for the site of this

work. It is a city of about 380,000 inhabitants, all

of which may be divided into three groups. Social,

cultural, and economic conditions in each of these

-roups are homogeneous.

(A) High income group. This group forms

the smaller percentage of the total population (5 to 71)

They live in the best residential areasof the largest

cities and their social status is largely effected by the

occupation of the head of the family which may be:

Investor or owner of large prooerty

Successful professional

Managerial staff of industry or business

High government employees

This grouo is the one that approaches the best modern

standards of comfort.

(B) Middle income group. This group forms

the 15 to 18% of the total population. Their income is

derived from the working elements of the family. Social

status in this group because of its homogenity does not

present the s charp contrast of thie high income group.

They are'!

Less successful orofessional

Government official

Skilled workers

Clerical staff

_ i--N
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(C) Low incomd group. It is the largest

group (75 to 781) and problem of Venezuela. Their very

low purtchasing power a:' compored to other groups, their

education, sanitary conditions, etc. makes their housing

problem the hardest. To this group belongs the farmer

as well as the low-paid unskilled laborer and the unem-

ployed.

It is obvious that the high-income group does

not need either orotection or help. The problem is in

the middle and low income -rroups.

It is easy to see that the latter does not

appeal to the profit-seeking enterpreneur, and that its

solution lies, therefore, on government subsidy, or at

least in the use of long-term repayment non-profit

capital.

On the other hand if private c pital were to

invest it would be in t :e middle income because of the

hin-h demand and up to now limited supoly. 2 is, as ex-

plained more extensively in the thesis or J. A. Vegas

(December, 1944, M:I:T:) is due to the increasing popula-

tion of Caracas in the last ten years, which has roughly

triplicated. Neve 'theless, either because of the absence

of private capital, or investors' initiative týe supply

did not me t the demancd with the natural effect oI valor-

ization of both nearby open land and existing buildiSl.*

MM





Size

1

2

3

4

5

6

Minim.
Confort
Areas .+

38.3

47.1

64.1

87.05

111.4

130.8

Hous e
Rent.

478

589

1085

1422

1730

Land s

Rent.

159

196

256

361

475

560j

Minimum Standard Confort Areas.
( From the recomendations of the
New York Housing Committee.

Size of
group.

Living
Area

Dining
Area

Kitehen

Sleep.
Area

B athing
Fac ilIt,

Clos et
Space.

Laundry
Facilit.

Storage
pnac•

1

15.50

L.R.

6.50

11.10

3.60

1.60

Kitch

01.Sp.

2

15.50

2.80

6.50

16.70

3.60

2.00

Kitch

C1.8p.

3

-17.80

4.20

7.40

27.70

3.60

2.30

Kitch

1.10

7:;~.
jj, 7

6000
Rent H. 76% =1120

Total s

Rent.

637

785

1056

1446

1d97

2310

4

20.40

5.60

10.00

33.50

4.10

3.25

5.60

4.60

5

25.90

12.10

10.00

44.60

4.10 o

4.20

5.60

5.00

6

25.90

13,25

11.10

55.60

7.40

5,00

5.60

7.00

3. Land Rent. It has been taken as being the 25% of the total
cost of shelter: ratio of bldg to land = 3 to 1

3. Total Rent. It represents the amount that has to be paid to
rent the above mentioned areas if: a) cost of construction,
is Bs 150/ sq.mt, and b) economic rent is 12%

7000K'

Reit L.=

Total R= 24 of I=, 1680 Equival.
_ _ H Rent L, Total R. if. L.

+782 +261 +1043 43 108

+671 +224 +895 37 93.5

+460 +164 + 624 26 68

+175 + 59 + 234 9 24

-162 - 55 - 217 -9 -23

-470 -160 - 630 -26 -66

75% = 1260
42 O

8000
e•tnt H.=
te .= 90trotal RHz 23.5%= 1680 Equiy4k

74 1390
2id

Rent H. Rent L. Total R.j H.

+912 +341 +1253 .505 142

+801 +294 +1095 445 125

+590 +234 + 824 330 97

+305 +129 + 434 169 54

-32 + 15 - 17 -17 6.2

-340 - 90 -430 -189 --37

.L. NEEDS SHELTER ANSWER YES...............

, Fine view-Max. services
ple p1e Opp. to sociability.Most

Sinle 1 economic use of all kinds
SIndi als of mechanical equipment.

Elevator Aptm. Lots of space around.

Access to ground.Little
Bac h(i or no stair climbing.
Coupte Most shelter for your

01 Flats 2-3 stories rent.
Couple

.. Economic.Private garden.
00pl -a 8Own 4 walls and roof.

tan I  yar.- LAdded exterior oppenesst 1 r j:leadds to pretense of prl
.oule .Double Houses vacy.More flexible plan.

."ith B: Chi ore than I year For the individualist
: P (with plenty of land,

S Single Dwellings peace and quiet.)

ICouple ore than
child or lots of

t hem.

•..,BUT

Lack of privacy
Getting along
with neighbors.
No children
wanted.

Lack of privacy.
No good if you
don t like chid-
ren.

Narrow garden.
Diff. of thru access
Too close to neighbor.

Same degree of pri-
vacy.No good if want
to be alone.

You have got to pay
for IT.

From the " Architectural Forum".

700 Income. Rent H House Amo Income should pay to rent minim.
stand, confort areas.( % does not refer to income directly, but to % of
income dedicated to.shelter.).Rent L.( Land )=same meaning as before.
Total Rent= % income should pay to rent shelter.Equival. H ý L represent
the equivalent floor area and land that can be rented with the residue
left after rent has been paid. ( The residuals and equivalents are tabu-
lated

ent L. .4 = 324-
otal R.24.5%=1470 E ivaI..

Rent H. nt L. Total R. I i

+531 +154 +865 30 64.

+320 + 94 +414 18 -39

+ 35 - 11 24 2 -4

-302 -125 .427 -k17 -6

-610 -180 -790 i- 34 -7-

--- ... ... A •t ..... ... ..
•_• .....

- -- · ·~ · - ------ ·--- ~ n ~~"-"

- : -~~---

_ __ · __ __~___I _ _ __ C I __ I__ ~·L~_ ~ _ i_~i~ 1 i j_^__ · i/ ~ _ ~_ ______ __ I _ __~__~_
L- ~ ---~ --- --~sa~----m~-- - ------ ~- -- --~p-~-rrrassa ------- - --- -- _I~
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ANALYSIS O3' VENEZUELAN CO"DITMONS.

For this thesis we will undertake the middle

income group. In the analysis of a group, searching for

such answers as a balanced percentage for shelter and the

nroportion of it dedicated to land and building, the

most reasonable quality sta.ndards of construction for the

different income groups etc., the best method to a.Lrive at

such answers are statistics. Since I haven't got such

statistics, they will be assumed on the basis of United

States statistics, by comparing United States and Jene-

zuelan conditions.

With this in mind, the following chart was made.

It shows the percentages, the different income-size rela-

tions have to pay in order to :et what has been specified

as the 'minimum comfort areas". The percentage ordinates,

emphasize the income size relations. When considering

soecific gzroups it is es ential to know what income-sige

relations characterize such group. It is obvious that a

family of two of the Bs 6,ooo group, will have a la;ger

purchasing nooer ber capita, than a family of six of the

same income. The standard of living of the former in

housing consitderations, will be the same a- that of a group

of three of the 2s 8,000 income and of four in the

9s 11,000 income. (See chart.)

This chart is framed by the followin, conditions:

(A) Living areas are based on specifications by

the New York Housing Committee as "minimum standard comfo.:t

areas."
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(B) The physical quality of shelter has been

set up at Bs 150 per square (average in Caracas.) I

The figures resulting from these calculations,

are compared to United States averages, The average

"family" of 3.5 persons spending 20%o of their income in

shelter of which 209 goes to land and 807oQ to building.

Assuming the average income of the United States middle

income group to be at 2,ooo dollars a year it would

correspond in the foneign exchange market to an income of

Bs 8,000 but due to tie inequality of distribution of in-

come and other factors explained before, as compared to

United States conditions, the real purchasing income in

Venezuela co:respondinq to the $2,000 would be around

Bs 7,000.

3eing a fact, that the average Venezuelan

family islarger (say 4.5) we could set our average per-

centage at 18' for building and 6o for land or 24* of

income for shelter.

The proportion of land to building, 1 to 3,

is justified to having in mind the high price of land and

the possibility of use of outdoor living areas.

1 This figure was chosen after consultation with several
7enezuelan students at M.I.T.

____M I II 1
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Economic aspects of housin: and their analyses

are very diversified and limitless, and obviously out of

the scope of this .world. Fur-thermore to continue without

statistics would be foolish and this thesis is at the

ooint, if not beyond it, where precise data is necessary.

D 3SIGN CO"SIDEA1'IO> FOI APA ... T.

First, it is taken for p-ranted that the most

economic solution is the fundamental consideration.

',e have then to try to find a solutiOn, in the

midst of economic restrictions, that will pay in services

its cost, a solution which will attract tenants as well

as sati-fy them. It is then of' prime importance to ful-

fill as much as restrictions cermit the tenants' reauire-

ments. These requirements vary of course, depending on

the ideology of pa-rticular societies.

LeCorbusier's prooosal of .7icantic aartm ents

supposes a highly developed tendency towards communal

activities. His project was, nevertheles. directed towATrds

simplification, economic efficiency and "openness " of city

housing. Undoubtedly, it presentsmany advantaies, but it is

doubtful whether it would fit the requirementsof even a, 1Zree

homogeneous group of a particular society.

The traditional family spirit would be 1a j-ely

broken because of the oartial diasanearance of t±he sens

of land ownership. Childred would have to be seoar'ated L.rom

M" ill
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parents with the only advantacres of com-on nurseries and

probably better facilities.in this field. The concept

of home as centes r of as center of family activities,

would larqely dissappear. In a society of orimitive

industrial status, where family activities are not likely

to be carried on mommunal basis, and tne sense of land

and home ownership are still strong, the ideas of Le

Corbusier, even in smaller scalle would proobably fail.

Furthermore, it is probable that the conditions of a

societ, of primitive industrial status would not require

a scheme of the size and ideology of that proposed by

LeCorbus ier.

On tho other hand and under certain circum-

stances, anartments may be much more desirable than

private housing. :ome of the economic advanta-es of

apartmentc wcr- explained before.

The type of apartments u-ed, t e.:-efore, is

dictated by land coct an'] necessity of location of ;uujo

land with respect to other centers of interest of peoole

on the one hand, and as much as economic restrictions

permit by preference of the people on the otýher. if tie

conflicts between economies and oeople ideology iJ too

great, the project should not co further than t-.e project

stape.

Let us classify apartments under the two con-

trolling dec!in considerations.

(a) Type of circulation.

(b) iDesign of apartment units.

wwý ~ ~_II
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CIrF UULAT I ON.

7ertical Ci.rculation.

When using only vertical circulation, oie-

vators do not seem to be justified if only two aoart-

ments per floor are used, and of course, still less if

two apartments of se eral levels. (These cases are only

justified in the ca e of high land cost and restricted

supoly.) This, of course, leads to four apartments per

floor for maximum use of circulation area, and in general

undesirable orientation has to be accepted. Jfe will

as ume that a desirable maximum Lfo a walk-up aa rtment

in 'iarcas will be three floors.

Prevailin'ly vorizontal Ci -culation.

If we ar- to consider row housing of multi-

family or apartment housing, it would be ti-e simpler

exo,.am.le of holizontal circulation. The more usual case,

nevertheless, is that of the multistory building. In

such cases, corridors may be used decending on circum-

stances. In their u ee, several effects should be aken

into -ons- i d eration.

(a) Corridors: out outs•de exPos .ure a-nd L ros

ventilt 1on. This effect is at its, .orse in the dC~s -n::'

of- walk-up apasrtments. Thia condition is even deiraJble

when undesirable o-rientation ha. to be met, or w'>2;e

climate conditons are such that too much exposed a.- es

would mean extr-a log-s of heat.

mam ~



(S) ItGS d~esiLrabiilit vT2.ti re'>Ject to cliirf~tQ~.

It may eithor be extia volume to hest, and mad~e of pro-

tective and. esoensive ;~onstiruction, or; jus~t an ocen corri-

d3or of los -~o t -~onstructionl wiulcei may pi~oviide .;LOio:s

ventilation to .a~~atments.

(a) It?~ cost relation to elevatzorls (veritical

growgth) o-r to extra ?i oing, \z·rirng, roofing, foundaticnrw

etc., (horizontal .srowth)

TYPEZj eF A;P~'if-;~.krhuT U>T\T.

It iCI! obvious thiat thle desigzn of ther units

d~e'ccnd~ almcost ent'irely on the conslueions r~eachled on

t e circulation~ o tte<rns of ti~~e nw~iti~ular case under

So n; id 3e ::at i or.

If land cost is fcairly low, but not low enough

to allow· sin~le-family or rowt noii:ni _ develo'~me~ts, toe~

natu a1 rle-ult ir the wralk-up apavtment. its circWla-

tion pjattern shouldc be verti -~al, ant{ several-lz?·el acai~rt-

ments in thi~ case doo not hiave justificsation, unlst7·w :naa

featical circula~tion i'7 not only advisfajle b"ut

neec~ssa~' whein lsW- co t is highl thle lot relatively IIYtt

and3 1lnd su~-y13 r~e~~tl1rcted.

TI- e resultin~r canes of undeci-r ·ble o~iintationn

m~ay be overcome by deemg. -~ome recently desligui~f aLA

b~uilt apartments in i~ew Yiork illustratte the ~oint. In t~!e

case of ~till ci i~er livld cO~ts and severally reot~?.:ited

sup dly of land, lie· a ?o ~sible ex~lanation of th-~-·-~- of

;ye~tral-levells ao~-artmecntss ;~i~it thi; circulation patterln.

- 33 -
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Of course, at this point it is debatable whethern land of

c-uch conditi~ns sh1oald be used for housing at all.

This case i8 the pr~obable result of a cost of

land hi~her~ than the one justifying walk-up apartments,

but equal or lo~qer han that of the frme'T~r case. Another

u~robable factor which differentiates this ca~~e from th-e

elevator apartments, is a less r->atricted supply of lmnd.

Tn o-der to diminish circulation ai~ea ~s much as

~os~ible, and increase outside ex:~osure without oIaving

the building qrow horizontally, the two and tcires level

aparitments hact been oroduced. This type f~ui-:thermlori:e,

gives a sense of l~~rger than actual volumes by using

hith;-er cei~lin&:s in living areas and by lettin.g one vo~luri~e

flow7 into) the otherLc.

The first desig~n of thzis kind was p:o2 1c'ed by

Le~orbusier. I~is desi~n oresents ~ome deffects in ~:aoes

of areas, as he tried to design the unit as narrow a~

oossible in order t~o economize corridor.

Several projects of this kIind have apgues~ed "Ince.

The rlor 1{s of '~Tell Gczs in London with thie: type of diefii_~n,

nave oroven to he very successful.

One of the best studies of tbisi kIind and for: tn·e

uar~ticular conditions under consider-7ation is theL aes~~n L'~e-

sented by the H.~vemeyeff group under the title of t 1 P%~

AoartmentsS (The AR~chitectural Forum Magaz ire.)

'Cy .sr.#
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